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These incidents, like the long bitcoin@nuxxorcoinAnd the banks , keep us at home and reduce us socially. We are forced to use the application more than ever. Even zoom stocks are doubling down after the coronavirus. Zoom currently has no strong competition because all business platforms have been changed to home work and online conferencing. It may be Skype, but some users have reported that
Skype is not working properly when they need it. What about the money? In fact, we expected the price of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies to rise, but Bitcoin was prepared for an economic crisis, not a pandemic. That's why we didn't see a significant increase in Bitcoin, so we're using exchanges. But on the other hand, Amazon and other e-commerce websites are doubling down on their orders. Because
people started buying and selling food and other things online. Even if bitcoin prices didn't respond properly, they're stable now, but most people are still looking for new instrument tools like bitcoin or cryptocurrency wallet creation. And of course, love and sex. We all know an application called Tinder, which is very popular worldwide. For lockdown, everyone wants to make love or meet new people, but they
can't. They need to use online services and applications. But are they really safe?Bitcoin Exchange: Even if Bitcoin itself is secure and has the Invictus algorithm, the exchange is still at risk and can sometimes be hacked. Binance, the best exchange depending on the volume of the world, has faced its problems a lot of the time. And they were similarly mentioned in enpotism in Turkish operations. And in a
year, Binance was hacked about $40 million worth of cryptocurrencies. And about three months ago, Binance shut down its trading service and suddenly called it off-schedule maintenance. It damaged the reputation of this obscene exchange, and many traders and investors subsequently left the platform. In addition, binance is not under our jurisdiction, the Maltese regulator says, but they claim to have
previously had a base in Malta. After that leak, Binance CEO CZ tried to explain the situation, but no one really tried to believe him. And as an investor, I left Binance and moved my funds to other exchanges that I believe are safe. I can't tell anyone which exchange to use, but if you're a Binance user, take these security issues seriously. Zoom conference application: After the coronavirus pandemic, both in
the public and private sectors, even the government began using online meetings. Zoom, an audio and video calling conferencing application, did a great job of spreading around the world and became the best of powerful competitors like Skype. However, according to the Verge article, zoom is claimed to leak user data and sell it to Facebook. It's like the most successful and popular applicationWith a
serious problem at this moment, it disappointed its users that if you are running a high privacy business, you should consider this news and use other alternatives if possible. Tinder Love Making Application: For lockdown, everyone stays in their own home, but not our libido. But if you sign up for platforms like Tinder or OkCupid, you can even provide debit/credit card data. But according to research, it's not
as safe as you think. Centralized data storage holds so much information that it can be targeted by hackers and put not only financial data, but also emotional data at risk. Tinder does not currently have any reported security issues, but you should be careful when following these platforms. Conclusion Staying at home doesn't always provide maximum security. We can protect you from coronavirus, but not
from the internet. If you want to use or purchase a distributed platform, you should choose a distributed platform whenever possible. Your health is important, but your security and privacy are essential to be anonymous on the Internet. Keep safe and try to stay away from viruses. Join hackers at noon and create your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Are you trying to reduce the
expenses of small businesses and organizations? Most free tools are restricted to home and personal use, but some are free and available to businesses as well. We will show you what different freebies have to offer and show you how to start using them. Comodo Internet Security (CIS) offers rugged packages to block viruses, spyware, rootkits, botnets, worms, and other malware. CIS provides a built-in
firewall to protect against hackers and intrusions beyond the basic malware protection that many freebies provide. Windows comes with a free native firewall, but a third-party alternative to CIS provides more advanced configuration options. Also, because native firewalls vary from version to Windows version, a consistent interface can help if different versions of Windows are running on your network. When
we reviewed Komodo's free product in late 2010, we liked how well it blocked new malware, but found that there were some drawbacks in other ways. Still, it managed an overall rating of 3.5 stars - a solid mark. The program's Defense+ feature analyzes and manages executable files to protect critical system files and prevent malware from causing harm. There is also an automatic sandboxing feature that
runs unknown files in an isolated environment, allowing Malware.Comodo's SecureDNS service to perform malicious website filtering and damage phishing, malware-carrying sites, and other known dangerous websites before they become infected. This DNS-based service is similar to OpenDNS.We're to discuss it later. Like many free antivirus products, Comodo Internet Security (CIS) offers firewall
components. CIS allows you to adjust an array of advanced settings that control heuristic levels and other common scan settings, as well as customizable scan profiles. Firewall and Defense+ features are also highly customizable. You can fine-tune your protection with rules, policies, trusted file/network definitions, and other settings. Computer Security Policy Manager for Komodo Internet Security. Cis
configuration management is very useful when running on multiple PCs. All you have to do is configure one PC, export the configuration file, and import it to another PC. All settings are backed up, including scan profiles, security policies, and password protection. If you want to try CIS, download it from the Comodo site. Just before installing, uninstall the existing antivirus program completely, restart
Windows to prevent conflicts and install it. If you install Comodo Firewall when you install CIS, you must also disable Windows Firewall. During installation, the setup program displays a dialog asking if secureDNS is enabled. If you plan to use OpenDNS (described later), do not enable SecureDNS. The default settings are best for most situations. However, for complete protection, consider enabling cloud
scanning and rootkit scanning in the scanner settings of your antivirus components. It also discovers and configures security policy settings for firewalls and Defense+ components. To reduce unwanted Internet traffic when using CIS on multiple PCs, install the Comodo Offline Updater (available free of charge from the Comodo site) on a single PC so that comodo virus database updates can be
downloaded. Next, configure other CIS installations on the network to check for updates from that PC rather than from the Comodo server. To change the update server that CIS checks, select the More tab, click Settings, and then select the Update tab. Next, you'll add the IP address or host name of the PC that installed the Comodo offline Updater to the list. You should keep the Comodo server in the
second position in case you run into problems with your PC. Change the update server used to download virus signatures. You should also consider setting a CIS password and locking down the settings so that others can't change them. To do this, open CIS, select the More tab, click Preferences, and then select the Parental Controls tab. Next: Microsoft Security Essentials and OpenDNS.. If you need one
security basic, consider installing Microsoft Security Essentials (MSE), which protects your Windows system from viruses, spyware, and other malicious software. This is a free download for any PC that Microsoft has confirmed is running a verified realof the window. However, companies are not allowed to use it in combination with more than 10 computers, so large companies need to use something else
for security software. Microsoft Security Essentials is a much simpler program than Comodo Internet Security. When we recently tested it, MSE did a reasonably good job of stopping the malware. Nevertheless, companies are well-recommended to seek something a little more advanced and feature-rich. On the other hand, if small businesses don't have an IT person who understands and can use more
complex products, MSE may serve as a viable alternative. Microsoft Security Essentials not only provides basic real-time antivirus protection, but also provides two important features to protect PCs on your network. The first feature is a network inspection system that tryes to detect malware that occurs from the Internet or over the network before it reaches your computer. The second feature is behavior
monitoring, which helps monitoring software identify and stop suspicious activity and patterns detected. The main screen of Microsoft Security Essentials (MSE). If you want to try MSE, download it from the Microsoft site. Just before installation, you should completely uninstall your existing antivirus program and restart Windows to prevent conflicts. Make sure that Windows Firewall is enabled because the
MSE does not contain a firewall. The default security preferences provide appropriate protection for most environments. However, if you use a removable storage device, such as a USB flash drive, you must enable scanning of removable drives. To do this, select the Settings tab, click the Advanced menu, and then enable Removable Drive Scanning. Enable scanning of removable drives in the MSE.
OpenDNS is a DNS-based content filtering tool that blocks inappropriate, dangerous, or malware-infested sites. It provides additional DNS security as well as the SecureDNS service included with Comodo Internet Security. With OpenDNS, smart and enhanced features can also speed up web browsing. The basic services of OpenDNS are free. Premium subscriptions add additional features. DNS stands
for Domain Name System. A background service that converts domain names to IP addresses, allowing users to enter domain names that are easy for users to understand, not IP addresses. A typical DNS server used by most Internet service providers (ISPs) provides only the basic domain name for the IP address feature. However, because DNS works in the browsing process, extended DNS servers
can provide filtering and advanced features, such as OpenDNS. It is DNS-based, so you don't need to install any software to use OpenDNS. Instead, you just need to replace the DNS address of the router (to protect the entire network) or the address on a particular computer (to protect only the PC). Router DNS address settings example OpenDNS can be used in three ways:What features and services do
you want? The most basic option is to change the default DNS address of the router or computer to the main address of the OpenDNS address. If you don't have an account, you'll be provided with phishing site blocking and DNS security features to protect your identity. An example of setting a DNS address in Windows is the option to change the default DNS server on a router or computer to a Family
Shield OpenDNS address. Even if you don't have an account, it automatically blocks adult, proxy, and anonymous sites to prevent some websites from bypassing filters, phishing, and spreading viruses. The third option is to sign up for an OpenDNS account and use the main address: 208.67.222.222 and 208.67.220.220. If you start with a free account and want more features, you can upgrade to a
premium account later. The OpenDNS sign-up process provides help configuring your network or router. Once you've logged in to the dashboard, you'll need to add a network to your account. If you are currently using the network that you want to protect, click the Add this network button to save the public Internet IP address to your account. OpenDNS dashboards and settings. If you are using an
OpenDNS account and want to use a dynamic (changed) IP address (the IP address that most home and small business accounts do) on your Internet connection, you must update OpenDNS with IP changes. You can download a simple updater application to one of your computers, or you can configure dynamic DNS settings on your router for updates. If you work through a router, you should use the free
DNS-O-Matic service if the integrated DDNS client does not support HTTPS updates. Log on to DNS-O-Matic using your OpenDNS username and password, configure your router to add OpenDNS as a service and update your DNS-O-Matic account, and OpenDNS.Eric Geier is a freelance tech writer - becomes a Twitter follower to keep up with his writing. He is also the founder of NoWiresSecurity, which
help small businesses easily protect their Wi-Fi networks with enterprise security. Note: If you buy something after clicking on the link in the article, we may get a small commission. For more information, please visit our Affiliate Link Policy. Details.
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